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Calendar decision goals in physical education

After the completion of this decision the student will be able to:
1 - Recognize the basic methods of assessment in physical education at all academic levels, including the students, curriculum .....  
2 - known as statistical basic principles required for proper measurement and evaluation process. 
3 - known conditions to be met by any means of measurement. 
4 - known as different standards and methods of identification and how to use the calendar.

The main themes in a decision in Physical Education Calendar
M. theme
1 calendar, objectives, stages, characteristics, the difference between him and measurement. 
2 phenomenon of individual differences and their relationship to the Islamic calendar in physical education. 
3 calendar in the areas of physical education. 
4 criteria (Almadi standard - the standard V). 
4 how to evaluate the objectives and educational programs. 
5 calendar models in physical education. 
6 calendar program.